Arnaud Lefebvre Gallery

RENCONTRES 1
DIANA QUINBY / ANDRÉ SCHWARZ-BART / VÉRONIQUE GOËL /
ANNE-MARIE AGILE GBINDOUN / OLGA THEURIET
Exhibition Sept 15 - Oct 22, 2022
Opening Thursday, Sept 15, 6 pm-8pm

Meeting with DIANA QUINBY on Wednesday Sept.21 at 6:30 pm
Meeting with ANDRÉ SCHWARZ-BART on Thursday Sept.29 at 6:30 pm
Meeting with VÉRONIQUE GOËL on Thursday Oct.6 at 6:30 pm
Meeting with ANNE-MARIE AGILE GBINDOUN on Thursday Oct.13 at 6:30 pm
Meeting with OLGA THEURIET on Thursday Oct.20 at 6:30 pm

This show is about recent meetings I had with the participants and their works.

André Schwarz-Bart (1928-2006) was a writer who wrote about the Shoah

and slavery. He was awarded the Goncourt prize in 1959 for "The Last of The
Just". He wrote several books together with his wife Simone Schwarz-Bart.
The show will present a "photographic itinerary" from the years 1964-1978,
focusing upon their stay in Lausanne, Switzerland.

André Schwarz-Bart in the house in Pully (70’s)
(Simone Schwarz-Bart Archives )

Anne-Marie Gbindoun , was born in Benin and lives in Lausanne. She
draws Portraits that seem almost abstract. About the title of these works,
"Scarifications", she says "It's a word that I chose because it's what I've experienced in my flesh."

Anne-Marie Agile Gbindoun "Agile III", 2022, 76 x 56 cm.
India ink and oil pastel on handmade paper

Diana Quinby makes drawings and prints with the same spirit of involve-

ment that she writes about Feminism and Women artists. Her recent "SelfPortraits" are both powerful and sensitive, questioning with intensity the
conventions of our gaze.

Diana Quinby "Double Self-Portrait", 2020-22.
Graphite and color pencil on paper, 120 x 140 cm
(Photo Diana Quinby)

Véronique Goël is a Swiss filmmaker who makes social and political films

with a real concern for aesthetic form. Her recent short video "Square" belongs to her very rich way of making films politically.

Véronique Goël, still image from “Square”, 2020. Video, 2 min., silent.
Shown in a loop
(Photo Véronique Goël)

Olga Theuriet puts writing and sewing on the same level. Her research into

clothing is explored in Diary texts which give birth to her visual works. In a
movement of deep necessity, Olga Theuriet's works seem to give shape to
the absence laying at the core of her research.

Olga Theuriet "OT22192", 2022. Apron, thread
(white cotton stained with paint and solvent), 68 x 58 cm
(Photo Olga Theuriet)

Throughout the duration of the exhibit, five individual evenings have
been planned to give each artist, accompanied by invited speakers,
the opportunity to discuss their work. Individual announcements will
be sent shortly before each of the dates indicated.
Thanks to Anne-Marie Agile Gbindoun, Véronique Goël, Diana
Quinby, Olga Theuriet, as well as Simone Schwarz-Bart, Francine
Kaufmann, Fanny Margas, and also Michel Thévoz for their generous
contribution to this exhibition.

Contact & informations

Galerie Arnaud Lefebvre
10 rue des Beaux-Arts - 75006 Paris
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galeriearnaudlefebvre@gmail.com
www.galeriearnaudlefebvre.com
mardi-samedi : 10h30-12h30 / 14h30-18h30

